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Stars and Stripes Kicks Kookaburras
By Greg Tibbitts
1987 is only the second time in history
that the United States has been the
challenger for the America's Cup. The
first time was in 1851, when the cutter
America won the Cup from the English.
The Cup was defended successfully for 132
years until 1983, when Australia II was
victorious in taking the Cup away from
the United States. Now, the U.S. is trying
to retake the Cup, and the challenger is
Stars and Stripes, skippered by Dennis
Conner, and sponsored by Sail America
and the San Diego Yacht Club.
The America's Cup is the Super Bowl of
yacht racing. It occurs every three years,
and is staged in the summertime of the
defending nation. When the Cup was here
in the U.S., the races were held off of
Newport, R.I., usually in late August.
Now that the Cup is being defended by
the Royal Perth Yacht Club, the race is
being held off Fremantle, Australia, in the
Indian Ocean. The seas off Fremantle are
much more treacherous than those off of
Newport, the winds shifting unpredict
ably, and often up to 25 knots. The condi
tions provide quite a test of the crew and
the skipper of the 12-meter boats.
The trial races for the America's Cup
take approximately five months to deter
mine a challenger and a defender. There
are two separate divisions to determine
who appears in the finals. The challenger
races constitute any nations who wish to
supply a boat, while the defender races are
held among the defending nation. The
defending nation will supply anywhere
from 12 to 20 defenders who will race
among themselves to determine who will

defend the Cup. Regardless of who the
defender is, they will represent the Royal
Perth Yacht Club.
From the challenger division, there were
about 50 entries to determine who would
be the challenger. The United States
entered about a half dozen serious con
tenders. After 35 races had been run, four
challengers made it to the semi-finals,
French Kiss, from France, USA from the
San Francisco Yacht Club, Stars and
Stripes from the San Diego Yacht Club,
and Kiwi Magic, from New Zealand.
Stars and Stripes defeated USA, and
Kiwi Magic defeated French Kiss. These
two victors were brought together for the
championship round. In the course of the
challenger races, Kiwi Magic had had the
best record, with 37-1, their only loss was
to Stars and Stripes. Stars and Stripes was
33-5, losing twice to Kiwi Magic. New
Zealand's entry was highly controversial
because it was built of fiberglass, contrary
to the traditional aluminum. The advan
tage of fiberglass was that it was reputed to
be faster than aluminum, but the .
drawback was that it was unmodifiable. It
is not unusual for a boat's build to be
modified many times throughout the Cup
races. Stars and Stripes experimented
many times with it's design throughout
the races. Evidently, they found a better
design because in the finals, they defeated
Kiwi Magic 4-1, losing their only race
when they blew a spinnaker while running
with the wind.
In the defender races, Australia IV and
Kookaburra III had made it to the finals.
Australia IV was sponsored by Alan

*

Continued on page 3

Abbatangelo Stresses Unity in AS Address
by Tony Abbatangelo
Spirit, Unity, and Tradition. Yes, these
three concepts are back again and appear
to be moving in force this semester.
Growth has mainfested itself in the most
visible manner in USD's rejuvenated
spirit.
This was evident at the first two home
basketball games, perhaps the pregame
festivities were a factor. If so, let them con
tinue. This means the Associated
Students is using our student fees ($80 a
year from each student) wisely. The en
thusiasm that the student body
demonstrated at the LMU/Pepperdine
basketball games was truly fabulous. We
must now continue this enthusiastic ap
proach towards our USD throughout the
rest of the school year.
Does our enthusiasm have mettle?—or is
it shortlived? The next test of our spirit

rests in how many students make the short
road trip to Los Angeles for the
LMU/Pepperdine games. We need to keep
our momentum at its current rate, if we
can, things will start falling into place for
the entire USD community. The fledgling
organization, "Blue Scream," is providing
at a low cost, transportation, lodging, and
tickets to each game.

Three Concepts Essential
Unity, essential to the growth of any
organization should be an offspring of
Spirit. As individuals show support for
common goals, feelings of comradery
develop. Thus creating a feeling of har
mony amongst the students.
Tradition should be another offspring of
spirit. Events occuring annually (Spring
Fling), biannually (volleyball tournament)
or weekly (Showcase/Lark), give people

something to look forward to after a long
week full of classes, studying, work, or
"what have you." Programming events
that we, the students, want is one aspect
of what the Associated Students is all
about. If you have any suggestions, ideas,
or gripes, please put them in the sugges
tion box in the Executive Office of the
Associated Students, located on the upper
level of the new University Center (U.C.).
This leads to the second main aspect of
the AS. We, students and administrators,
are all in the same boat. The best sailing
occurs when systems are working
smoothly. The new U.C. is a prime exam
ple; there are kinks in the current system
that are being worked out. If you have any
compliments or critiques of the new
center, write them down and deposit them
in the suggestion box mentioned earlier.
Your opinions and ideas will be read and

accounted for. However, ideas such as
"Nuking' the ticket tape machine in the
deli will be ignored. . . to an extent. The
AS is not ready, as of yet, to resort to such
violent reactions.

Optimistic on Future
Looking ahead optimistically, as we all
should, I see the spring of '87 as an oppor
tunity to set a strong foundation amongst
the student body. Future expansion of co
operation with Student Affairs (for ac
tivities involving all aspects of the USD
community) is the cornerstone of that
foundation.
Remember that your individual ideas
and concerns are important to your
representatives. We need to hear them in
order to promote your concerns to the ap
propriate people. If this occurs we can "all
get together and feel alright." (—Bob
Marley).
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Hayes Receives
Honorary Degree
Miss Helen Hayes, the first lady of
American theater, was honored
January 24th at the USD's annual
President's Club Dinner. She was
presented the degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters, honoris causa for
her lifetime achievements in the
American performing dramatic arts as
well as for her philanthropic work.
About 300 guests of President and
Mrs. Hughes attended the black tie
dinner held in the University Center.
President Hughes said Miss Hayes
was invited to the gala event because
"the humanitarian, philanthropical
and career contributions."

"And we also honor Miss Hayes for
her committments to underprivileged
children and to Father William
Wasson's orphanage in Mexico."
Thirty-one of those orphans sang
and danced as part of the evening's
after-dinner entertainment. For many
years, Miss Hayes has been working
for the orphanage. She currently is a
member of its board of directors.
Miss Hayes has been in countless
productions over the years, but her
perhaps most memorable are her per
formances in "Victoria Regina" and
"Mary of Scotland." She is the first
actress to win an Oscar for both Best
Actress and Best Supporting Actress.

Censorship Dragon Is Alive And Well in America
by Ivan Holmes
Ivan Holmes, professor of journalism at the
University of Arkansas, and research assistant
Liz Minden, from Central Missouri State
University, studied student newspapers and
their First Amendment-related problems at 17
campuses during the summer of 1986.
The six-part report is only a portion of their
results. More detailed accounts of events at in
dividual schools may be found in "Freedom of
Information 1986-87," available from Society
of Professional Journalists.
The intent here is to illustrate the nature
and scope of the problem of censorship of the
college student press and to focus attention on
it.

After travelling 14,300 miles and spen
ding 55 days on the road visiting and
studying 17 university student
newspapers, two impressions stand out:
The good news is that there are in
telligent, dedicated, news-oriented, and
professionally inspired student journalists
at most of the 17 newpapers.
The bad news is that censorship is alive
and well in some form on every one of
those campuses.
Censorship runs the gamut of university
groups: presidents and provosts, vice
presidents and deans, department chairs
and newspaper advisors, and student
governments.
It did not matter whether it was in the
East, the West, the South or the Midwest;
someone from one of these groups was try
ing to censor or in some way control the

campus press.
The study just scraped the surface.
There are many more university
newspapers fighting for their first Amend
ment rights.
Even worse is the large number of
papers completely controlled by university
administators who don't understand the
function of newspapers in a free society
and know little about their constitutional
rights.
During the course of this study several
disturbing trends stood out:
First, no one seemed to have any idea
who the publisher of a campus paper is.
And because advisors or students or jour
nalism departments don't know who the
publisher is, they don't know what the
paper's legal rights are.
Second, many journalism programs
have divorced themselves of the campus
press. As a result, students interested in
journalism have to find
the campus
newspaper on their own and, if they do
become staff members, often find little or
no professional direction to help them
develop their talents and understand
rights and duties.
Third, although there are a number of
organizations which deal with the free
press issues, there is no one central source
to which a university newspaper in trouble
can turn for financial and legal help in
fighting censorship.
In summary, the censorship dragon is
alive and well on university campuses

Alma Mater Contest

reopened to entire USD Community

$500 prize up for grabs.
The judges are looking for positive
lyrics with a traditional sound.
Deadline for entries is February 27, 1987.
Turn in entries to the secretary in the
AS Executive Offices located/top floor of the UC

throughout the United States, so virile
that it could eventually threaten the
future of a free press in this country.
In addition, even though university ad
ministrators censor and control student
newspapers, too few really seem to care.
The 17 cases studied here illustrate this
point.
These suggestions for action to be taken
to help university newspapers fight censor
ship battles presented themselves during
the research:
First, since most university newspaper
editors and advisers have no idea what
their legal rights are, every editor and ad
viser must learn the dimentions of free
press rights guaranteed to the student
press by the U.S. Constitution.
Second, in many cases here professional
journalists did little or nothing to support
beleaguered student newspapers. Without

of a score.
Does your exam have a crush
on you? If so, kiss your fears
goodbye with the best test prep
anywhere-Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, students
have loved Kaplans test-taking
techniques and educational
programs.
Our courses have increased
the confidence of over one
million students boosting their
scoring power on the SAT, LSAT,
GMAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE, CPA
and others.
So say "Kaplan, be my
test prep!' You just might get a
Valentine from someone special
like the school of
your choice.

KAPLAN

STANLEY H K API AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

Don't compete with
A Kaplan Student-be one.
Classes Forming Now!
Call 277-6744

4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117

vigorous defense by those journalists of
the free press rights of student journalists
when campus confrontations occur, the
profession itself will ultimately suffer.
Third, although groups such as the Stu
dent Press Law Center, College Media
Advisers, Society for Collegiate Jour
nalists, and Society of Professional Jour
nalists address student press issues, more
centralized, coordinated and effective help
is needed.
Thus, the primary recommendation of
this study is that a national foundation
should be established to help the college
student press fight censorship by publiciz
ing such attempts, by educating all parties,
and by offering financial and legal
assistance to beleaguered student jour
nalists.
The time has come for professional jour
nalism to give this issue top priority.
Without such effort, the free press in
this country will be the loser.

Classifieds
ROOMMATE WANTED-Neat 3
Br. Town House in Fashion Hills. 10
min. from campus; Large Bedroom
with patio study and own bathroom.
Tennis Courts; Swimming pool;
Sauna; Reasonable rent!!! NonSmokers only Male or Female. Call
Irish, 492-9829.

NATIONAL MARKETING CO.
seeks fraternity,
sorority, business
clubs, entrepreneurs, or student
organizations to represent top For
tune 500 Company in short-term
marketing project. High income
potential, no investment. Call
1-800-445-6116.

RESEARCH/WRITING
ASSISTANCE. All levels—all sub
jects. Foreign students welcome!
11322 Idaho #206. 213-477-8226 (11-4
p.m.).

SWEETS, thanks for talking and
continuing to get to know me. You're
wonderful . . . Miss S.
COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN
$6-10 per hour working part-time on
campus. For more information, call
1-800-932-0528.
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America's Cup

ASSOCIAriO STUCXNtS
UHIV Of SAN pitGO

OS Get Involved!
Social Committee Meeting

Tuesday Feb 10th

6:30-7:30 p.m.

Ibom 103B

New Student Center

Be there and join the Party Planning Staff of USD

Hey Southern California . . .
Made Any Summer Vacation Plans Yet?

How about... A week of

relaxing, partying, suntanning,
waterskiing, powertubing, dancing, volleyball, log rolling, golfing,
keg parties, BBQ's, fishing, sailboarding, exploring, parasailing, jetskiing, and just about anything else you can think of.

AND

How about.. . enjoying

all of this plus Cruise our 1200
miles of shoreline aboard one of the most luxurious houseboats
around.

AND

How about.. . doing this in"CANADA!"
From $499.00 you get the following:
• Return Airfare aboard Boeing 737s!
• Accommodation aboard a 3 Buoys Houseboat!
in the Canadian Rockies
• 2 Hospitality days that include waterskiing, powertubing,
keg parties, dancing, sports contests, etc.!
• Friday night farewell party!
• Alcohol Consumption Age is 19!
• AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE!!

(continued from page 1)
Bond, the man who brought the Cup to
Australia with Australia II. Kookaburra
III was the product of Kevin Parry, a
newcomer to the yachting sport after in
vesting $28 million in the Kookaburra
line. The defender series differs from the
challenger series in that it is a best of nine,
instead of a best of seven. In the finals,
Kookaburra dispatched Australia IV in
five straight, bringing together the con
frontation between Kookaburra III, and
Stars and Stripes.
The boats used in these races are known
as 12-meter boats; they conform to the
rules set by the international racing com
mittee. A 12-meter boat is not 39 feet in
length, as the number might lead us to
suspect. Rather, the 12-meters is a number
derived from a formula. This formula: the
length of the boat plus twice the hull
depth plus the square root of the working
sail area (mainsail and job) minus the
freeboard (the height from the water line
to the deck) divided by 2.37 must equal 12
meters. This formula, while confusing,
allows for a variety of boat designs. Ob
viously, the boats are limited to 12 meters
in length, both Stars and Stripes and
Kookaburra III are 68-70 feet in length,
and require 11 men to crew them. This is
another aspect that makes the America's
Cup such a difficult race: a boat of this
length would require 20 men to crew it,
and 15 at the minimum. The demands
made on a crew of 11 are intense.
The course itself is spread out over eight
legs, running a stretch of 24.1 miles for the
challengers, and 24.3 miles for the
defenders. (The courses are different to
enable both divisions to race at the same
time. However, it makes time comparisons
difficult). There are basically two bearings

EDITORS NOTE: In the race for the America's Cup, Stars &. Stripes cleanly
swept Kookaburra III in four straight races. Stars & Stripes led all the races at
every mark, and won each race by between one and two minutes. The America's
Cup itself has returned to America, and now resides at the San Diego Yacht
Club. It left Perth, Australia, and arrived here in San Diego on Wednesday. As it
stands now, San Diego will most likely be the host for the 1990 America's Cup
races, but there is still the possibility that the races may be held elsewhere.

THE NROTC COLLEGE PROGRAM.
$2,000 EXPENSE MONEY AND
A NAVY OFFICER COMMISSION.

Departures from San Diego for the following dates:

June 20-June 26
June 27-July 3
July 4-July 10
July 11-July 17
July 18-July 24

The two-year NROTC College Program offers you expense money up
to $2,000 plus the challenge of becoming a Navy officer. You'll get valuable
experience for the future and rewards you can use now.
During your last two years in college the Navy pays for uniforms,
NROTC textbooks, and gives you an allowance of $100 a month for up to
20 months. Upon graduation and completion of your NROTC requirements,
you become part of the Navy adventure as an officer, gaining important
management and technical experience that can last a lifetime.
Call your Navy representative for more information on this challenging
program.

• I N I T I A L DEPOSIT D U E B Y FEB. 25

EASY PAYMENT PLANS

VACATIONS INC.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
1-619-283-4100
AND TO BOOK, PLEASE CALL A n y t i m e

For application or more information, contact Lieutenants
HOBBS or MENDEZ at 260-4811.

NAVY-^OFFICER.

H20 & SNOW VACATIONS INC.

"MORE FUN/MORE SUN"

taken during the race: tacking, and runn
ing. When tacking, the boats are moving
into the wind, and as such, must zigzag to
gain speed. (It is impossible for a sailboat
to sail directly into the wind and still
move). When running, the wind is to the
back of the boat and pushes it with the
wind. Sailing technique dictates that the
leading boat must follow the technique of
the trailing boat. It is the trailing boat
changes direction, the leading boat must
as well, in case the trailing boat finds bet
ter wind than the leader. These are just a
few of the thoughts that cross the skipper's
mind during a race.
The two skippers are Dennis Conner,
and Iain Murray. Conner was the skipper
of Liberty, the twelve meter that lost the
Cup in 1983 to Australia II. He is regarded
by many to be the best around. Murray is
the skipper of Kookaburra III, and he too
is an experienced yachtsman, but not
nearly as expeienced as Conner. This is
Conner's fifth America's Cup, and Mur
ray's first.
If Conner does win the Cup back, then
it will be held here in San Diego at the San
Diego Yacht Club. The challenger and
defender races in 1990 will be held off of
Point Loma. There has been speculation
that San Diego does not have enough
marina facilities to hold the regatta that
will accompany the America's Cup races.
Economically, it would be a boon for San
Diego. It is estimated that the Cup brings
in over billion dollars in revenue for the
host city. Now that Conner is the sole
American challenger, the entire country is
backing him. The Australians know what
they are up against: Conner, and Stars
and Stripes. The combination composes
an extremely formidable challenger.
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LEAD THE ADVENTURE.
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Getting The Feel For "Amerika"
by Chris Toward
For two hundred years the United
States has existed without an im
mediate threat to its sovereignty or
self-determination (with the arguable
exception of the War of 1812). Unless
one lends credibility to a host of ab
surd scenarios, we are safe from inva
sion of our homeland today. No, the
Russkies are not going to land on Mis
sion Beach tomorrow.
But now, enter "Amerika." It is a
fourteen hour mini-series to be aired
on ABC that depicts an invasion of
the U.S. by the Soviet Union ten
years after Russia fared the better in a
nuclear exchange.
Quite predictably, news of the miniseries has been accompanied by out
cries from American liberals. They
claim that "Amerika" is the
manifestation of "right wing

paranoia," McCarthyism (of course)
and, by appealing to American's
patriotic sentiments, it will foster an
"inordinate fear of the Soviet Union"
— the same kind of inordinate fear
Jimmy Carter used tc talk about
before Afghanistan was invaded.
Really, it is quite unlike American
liberals to be so provincial in their
thinking. Perhaps they are a tad too
busy drawing partisan lines to leave
room for any broader message
"Amerika" may have to offer.
Consider the fact that for millions
in Eastern Europe, Afghanistan, etc.,
"inordinate fear of the Soviet Union"
has long since been dispelled by the
reality of Soviet tyranny (or right
wing paranoia). Then call to mind,
once again, our two hundred years of
virtually uninterrupted freedom and
ask this question: Given our exclusive

The Road Not Taken
by Peter S. Andrade
Many people look at life as a road with
an infinite number of paths that one could
follow. There are decisions that are made
on a daily basis that affect the outcome of
one's life. For one reason or another one
chooses one road over another one.
However, one could look at life as a drama
or play that has a script. We are only
players in the drama that has already been
written. We simply act in a way that has
already been prescribed. In the first exam
ple, one might assert that we have the
freedom to choose our own destiny
because we choose which paths that we
follow. On the other hand, the second ex
ample seems to give us little or no freedom
in choosing the way that our lives will go. I
think that the best way to look at one's life
and its infinite possibilities lies somewhere
between these two views.
One of my favorite aphorisms is that "a
man often finds his destiny on the path
that he took to avoid it." This very adage
possesses the two seemingly opposite views
described above. I think that we all have
destinies. We may not want to call them
that. We may want to say that we all have
histories, and our history provides a club
to what our destiny will probably be.
Granted, we have the freedom to choose
how we go about accepting our history
and destiny. However, we cannot avoid
the inclinations that come to us because of
our history. We can choose to accept out
destiny or we can reject it. Either way, it is
still our destiny. We can reach it through
an easy route or we can take a difficult
one. We will reach it eventually.
Have you ever met someone that
thought too much about all of the deci
sions that they had to make? When we are

making decisions about our lives, we take
too much time thinking. We need to de
pend more on our intuition and less on
our cognitive processes. We all have
histories. We have grown and developed
in a certain way. Our intuitions and feel
ings reflect this better than our minds.
Often times our mind tries to overcome
this development. We should let our intui
tion lead us. More often than not it is
right. Even better we should weigh the
signals of our intellect and intuition, but
not depend on one or the other too heavi
ly. Then we need to make a decision and
have faith in ourselves and what we have
decided. There are so many possibilities
for disappointment and regret when we do
not trust our decisions. We need to have
courage and believe in what we are doing.
This is not easy at all and I am not pre
tending that it is. However, it seems better
to decide and live with it rather than
decide and question that decision for a
long time.
Furthermore, we must remember that
choosing is equivalent to acting. One does
not make a decision in his mind. One
makes a decision in his actions. One can
not claim that he chose one thing then
acted in another way because they are one
in the same. Action is what counts, not
thinking.
There is no such thing as "the road not
taken." The only road is the one that you
are on. There is no way to see that other
road. There is no way to know whether it
is there or not. Therefore, it seems wor
thless to spend time and energy worrying
about what might have been and is not.
We should concentrate on what is and
what should be. Our destinies are waiting
for us and they are at the end of the road
that we are on.

Student Traffic Court has moved
to Room 220 in the University Center

experience with freedom, how wellequipped are we to empathize with
those who are denied nearly all
freedom by the USSR.
Empathy requires one to identify
with another and our experience
simply does not afford us the ability to
sufficiently empathize with the sub
jects of Soviet conquest. We cannot
fully identify with something we have
not experienced.
But what if we were provided with a
vehicle through which the plight of
Poland, for example, could be
translated into terms that are part of
our experience; something that pro
jected Soviet tyranny against an
American backdrop to facilitate more
sufficient identification with the em
pathy for an all too common condi
tion and lessen our propensity for
apologetics. Hopefully "Amerika" will
serve as such a vehicle.

All

We Americans profess that all men
have certain inalienable rights that
should be protected and freely exercis
ed. "Amerika may ask us to imagine
ourselves unable to ply these rights —
a proposition that will no doubt
evoke near-universal revulsion among
viewers. But it will also enlarge our
capacity for empathy.
If "Amerika" does provide such an
imagined, Americanized scenario for
the sake of increasing our ability to
empathize then liberals may find that
they doth protest too much. After all,
many of them are fond of motoring
about town with imagination
oriented imperatives like "visualize
world peace" plastered to their
bumpers. They may also be reaquainted with the fact that they have
no monopoly on imagination or com
passion.

President's Men

by Kevin M. Rapp
Some would maintain that it would be
erroneous to parallel the Iran arms scandal
with Watergate. It does seem rather
astonishing that only twelve years after
such a devastating fiasco another Presi
dent would head down the very path that
led to national disgrace. One obvious dif
ference between the two ordeals is that in
the case of Watergate, Nixon's men were
undeniably crooks. Reagan's men appear
to be overzealous patriots that, in the final
analysis, lost their focus on what was
right and, inevitably, what was constitu
tional.
Admittedly there are some compelling
similarities between the two scandals. The
dramatic reversal in the political fortunes
of both administration's is clearly evident.
And neither President has shown a great
devotion to the factual truth. Like Mit
chell, Haldeman, and Erlichman —
Poindexter, North, and Reagan carved
out secret, independent channels of com
mand. Cabinet posts and members of the
N.S.C. have no constituency to answer to
nor are they directly responsible to Con
gress. In the two cases at hand they had
an inherent and unshakable loyalty to
their Commander-and-Chief. They at
tempted to implement the President's
policies and schemes at all costs. Clearly
the President's intentions got lost in the
translation. Unlike Nixon, Reagan's men
all have an apparent military background.
I need not expound upon the dangers of
the military having no one to inevitably
answer to or be subordinate to. I think we
have witnessed military fanaticism gone
astray manifested in the undesirable
results of the Iran affair.
In both administrations they were
caught up in the self-seeking power that
pervades the hallowed halls of
Washington. A place where at times what
is right takes a neglected back seat to
power. It is clear that the Presidents' men
were motivated by the blind ambition that
John Dean wrote about appropriately
from prison. Further, it is evident that
these men seemed to think the means, no
matter how sorted and illegal, justified the

end. And once caught the key figures in
these two dramas became immediately
self-interested and put the best interests of
the country and its stability a distant se
cond in their priorities.
Like Watergate the secrecy of Iranscam
has bred illegality, and illegality has again
bred more illegality. Like Nixon's ad
ministration, Reagan's has defied, cir
cumvented, and undermined the authori
ty of Congress and the trust of the
American people. Nixon's Jeb Magruder
reflected on his way to indictment that
America has lost its moral compass
forever." I'd like to think that this is
something we would never lose, but ad
mittedly as a country there are times when
we misplace it and do become morally lost.
Would it be incorrect to draw a com
parison between Iranscam and Watergate?
Perhaps not entirely. They are both truly
the lessons of history, paid for in blood
and disgrace, now twice taught. We as a
nation had better take heed and learn
them soon.
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From The Editor's Desk
"Well Arian, you're definite proof
that perseverance can pay off."
-Skip Walsh
After four years of work on the
Vista newspaper, I have made it to the
top position of Editor-in-Chief. I only
had to apply for the position four
times and outlast all the people who
ran against me the first three times.
To many people who have taken of
fense to stories and projects I have
been involved with in the past, this
change of events will probably appear
as a nightmare come true.
To me, becoming editor is the
culmination of a long sought goal and
a chance to put in affect the many
ideas 1 have had for the newspaper
since I first joined the staff. I have
long wanted to work on a plan that
would set the paper in a definite direc
tion instead of existing for the mo
ment and never knowing what the
Vista was going to do more than a
week in advance. Such a plan is cur
rently in the development stage.
On the surface being editor during
this semester can be looked upon as
an honor, for I am the first Vista

Editor in the University Center. It is
also the school newspaper's twentyfifth anniversary. In reality my pro
motion has its ups and downs.
For a person like myself who wants
to go into the profession of journalism
this is a prime opportunity to gain ex
perience that will be beneficial to my
future. On the other hand, running
the Vista is also a constant battle with
the forces that govern this newspaper.
There is definite lack of support
from the Associated Students, the ad
ministration, and students. The AS
helps us the most of the three groups,
but puts a difficult financial burden
on us by expecting us to remain in the
black in advertising revenue. If we
cannot raise the cash we have to cut
pages. We are the only AS organiza
tion put under such constraints.
The administration pays little atten
tion to the Vista unless we print con
troversial stories. Otherwise it does
not want to be bothered with the
school newspaper.
Students are more interested in the
latest "Far Side" cartoon then in front
page stories about the tuition in

This is only one of several goals that
will be included in the report on the
Vista's plan of direction that I am
working on. The growth and develop
ment of the quality of the Vista is a
major concern. Increase in staff, cir
culation and advertising revenue are
everyday problems that need to be
tackled.
I have already written two lengthy
reports on the paper's problems and
their possible solutions that were sub
mitted to Dr. Larry Williamson,
Director of the Communicjation
Studies Dept. The purposes of this
new report will be to educate people
within the University that are close to
the day to day workings of the Vista
and to set up guidelines to aide future
editors.
My hope is that in the future we will
work more as a team and by the end
of this semester we will have a very
good newspaper that everyone will at
least respect if not appreciate. With
luck my perseverance will pay off once
again.
Arian Collins
Editor-in-Chief

crease. There are many talented
students who we would like to have
work with us even on a part time
level. But there are only a few
students that want to take the time.
The Vista staff needs to become
more self sufficient in terms of produc
tion. The staff does not do its own
typesetting or paste up. There are
high schools in this city that already
do this and being a university without
this technology is not only ex
asperating but embarrassing.

In order to have more control over
production an investment must be
made by either the University or the
AS in the purchase of the necessary
equipment. The result would be lower
production costs in the long run and
an organization with more student
control.

An Analysis Of Meal Plan Options
by Colette Clark
In looking over the new dining services
meal options, I have made some observa
tions that I think everyone who has a
meal plan ought to consider. Let me begin
by giving the dining service plan prices for
on-campus students:
19 meals/week or 14/plus (w/$60.00 to
spend per sem) $680.00.
10 meals/week or 7/plus (w/$90.00 to
spend per sem) $525.00
5 meals/week $250.00
(Prices determined by subtracting the
price of the same housing with 0 meals
from the price with 19, 10 or 5 meals).
Looking above, one can see that for the
same price you can get 19 meals per week,
or 14 meals and $4.00 (on average) to
spend per week ($60 divided by the 15
weeks students are at USD in a semesteer).
With that $4.00, you could probably buy
one extra meal each week (depending
what meal you buy and where). However,
since that would use up your cash allottment, and since the 19 meal plan costs the
same as the 14/Plus plan, if you are eating
15 or more meals per week you might as
well buy the 19 meal plan and use any lef
tover meals to get munchies or a cup of
coffee (either way there is no "cash" on the
card).
Looking at the 10 meal plan, one can see
that it costs $155 less than the 19 meal
plan or the 14/Plus per semester. That
breaks down to $10.33 less per week. One
could easily purchase two extra meals per
week and still spend less than $10.33
(remember, if you purchase extra meals
you should always try to put the most ex
pensive meals on the meal card). What
this means is that if you are eating bet
ween 10 and 12 meals each week, you
should probably get the 10 meal plan and
purchase the extra meals you desire.
(Although 12 meals per week is borderline

because it would be hard to get those 12
meals each week and still have $60 left to
spend that semester without paying about
as much as the 14/Plus meal plan costs,
which gives 14 meals and $60 to spend).
Those people who consume 13 or 14
meals per week are the ones who will most
likely benefit from the 14/Plus and should
probably try it out. You'll be able to get all
the meals you want and you'll have the
$4.00 per week to spend on coffee and
muffins or whatever the mini-market has
to offer.
Now for the 7/Plus plan, which costs
the same as the 10 meal plan. It features 7
meals per week plus an average weekly
allowance of $6.00 (the $90 dollar
allowance per semester divided by 15
weeks). With this you could buy an extra
meal per week and still have a dollar or
two per week to spend. If you stretched
that $6.00, you might be able to buy two
extra meals. But we're back to the same
situation that we had with the 14/Plus
and the 19 meal plan — why use the allottment just to buy extra meals when you
can get 10 meals per week for the same
price with a straight meal plan, and you
could probably spend some of those meals
on a small snack in the dining hall and
still come out ahead. If you're eating 9-12
meals per week on campus, the 10 meal
plan seems to be what you want. If you eat
8 meals on campus each week, you may be
able to make the 7/Plus work for you (but
read on before you decide).
Skipping down to the 5 meal plan, the
price drops 275 dollars per semester from
the 7/Plus plan. That translates to a sav
ings of $18.33 per week. You could pro
bably purchase 3 extra meals, use up the
weekly 7/Plus allowance of $6.00, and still
spend less than $18.33. So, if you bought
the 5 meal plan, you could buy up to 3 ex
tra meals each week throughout the

semester and still spend less than the cost
of the 10 meal plan or the 7/Plus. That
says that the 5-8 meal per week people
ought to try the 5 meal plan. Also, if you
are eating 4 meals per week on campus at
an average price of $4.15 or more, you
would spend less if you bought the 5 meal
plan than if you just paid cash for those
meals.
Let's return to the 7/Plus meal plan for a
second. I've shown that it doesn't really
make sense to use it for more than 7 meals
per week. Now to show that it doesn't
make sense for 7 meals or less. If I buy two
dining hall dinners every week for the 15
weeks of the semester (the most expensive
meal on campus at $5.50), it would cost
me $165. So I can get 7 meals per week for
$415 (the cost of the 5 meal plan plus the

g|nii7

extra $165). Now if I spend $90 on other
things (muffins, etc.) I still only spend
$505. That's $20 less than the 7/Plus plan
and I get the same thing
I save even
more if my two extra meals are lunches!!
Summary of recommendations for OnCampus meal plan users:
15-19 meals/wk-19 meal plan. 12-14
meals/wk-14/Plus plan. 9-12 meals/wk-10
meal plan. 8 meals/wk-7/Plus plan. 4-8
meals/wk-5 meal plan. 1-4 meals/wk-USE
CASH.
Using the same type of analysis for the
prices of the meal plans for Off-Campus
meal plan users, I would make the follow
ing suggestions:
15-19 meals/wk-19 meals ($840). 13-14
meals/wk-14/Plus
($840).
9-13
meals/wk-10 meals ($605). 5-9 meals/wk-5
meals ($310). 1-5 meals/wk-USE CASH.
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Campus Organizations

Sigma Chi

Congratulations to our new active
brothers: Joe Alfrey, Steve Carpenter,
Kevin Fisher, Tom Gaines, Scott Heidler,
Jim Hughes, David Inglish, Steve
Maniatis, Kevin Mullen, Phil Pizzino,
James Rotta, Tom Ryan, Rick Shultz, and
Mark Trafton.
Spring RUSH started this week, and
Sigma Chi is more than willing to talk to
rushees.
Come to our open party Saturday night,
or our informational Sunday night, to
learn more about Sigma Chi and to meet
all the brothers.

Campus
Ministry
On Saturday, February 14th, the Office
of Campus Ministry is sponsoring a retreat
day for graduate, law, and adult students,
as well as for faculty and staff. This retreat
day will be an opportunity to slow down,
to take time, to renew God's presence in
one's life. It will also be a chance for per
sonal reflection, growth, and integration.
Beginning at 10:00 am, and ending at 4:00
pm, the retreat will take place at St. Fran
cis Seminary, 1667 Santa Paula Drive,
U.S.D., and is free to those attending. To
register or ask any further questions con
tact Sr. Carlotta DiLorenzo in the Univer
sity Center, Rm. 239,260-4600, ext. 4485.

Phi Kaps
John Abbate is our new president and
Tripp Howiler is our new Treasurer.
Bruce Hartley and Rocky Scales remain as
vice president and social chairman.
Thursday night at Wabash Hall is our
3rd annual New Years Eve Bash, so buy a
rush card this week and relive everything
you don't remember about December
31st. Sunday afternoon in Desales will be
our informational.

Gamma Phi

Welcome back, everyone! We are look
ing forward to an awesome spring
semester. We are in the middle of our in
spiration week which ends with initiation
on Saturday, February 7th. That night we
will be celebrating the induction of our
new initiates by holding a dance at the
Hanalei Hotel.

Delta Sigma Pi

Welcome back, DeltaSigs! Hope you
had a great vacation and are excited about
the upcoming semester. The newly elected
officers sure are and have been working
hard to plan for Spring rush, which starts
Feb. 16. All DeltaSigs are invited to attend
the Area Conference at Cal State Fullerton on Feb. 7.
Congratulations to the new officers:
Pres.-Jill Krapf; Senior V.P.-Deborah
Helsper: V.P. of Professional ActivitiesMike MCKeen; V.P. of Community
Service-Pattie Mom; V.P. of Financial
Activities-Jennifer Merriman; V.P. of
chapter Efficiency Index-Charles Gehring;
V.P. of Pledge Education-Barry Wick;
Tres.-Rob Sporl; Corresponding
Sec.-Darcee Barksdale; Recording
Sec.-Michelle Quinn; Chancellor-Kent
Kilpatrick;
Historian-Courtney
McDougald; Publicity Chairman-Christa
Schmuttermair; Social Chairman-Tricia
Laverty; Interfraternity-Relations-Jon
Davies; Sgt. at Arms-Jacques Naviaux;
Alumni Chairman-Jackie Oberly; Intermural Chairman-Robbie Rogers.

famous M*A*S*H BASH. The party
starts at 8:00 at the Adam's Avenue
Theatre. However, if you are SERIOUS
about RUSHING please come at 7:00.
So, get out those camies and get ready to
M*A*S*H. RUSH SIGMA PI, the only
fraternity to . . . TAKE IT TO THE
LIMIT!!

AKPS1

This semester's new executive board
(president, Osvaldo (Ozzie) Fumo; ex
ecutive vice president, Mary Hohn, vice
president membership, Suzy Henning;
master of rituals, Chris Nico; treasurer,
Dave Kobert; controller, Kevin Biernat;
recording secretary, Candace Patencio;
and corresponding secretary, Paul Stutzke)
were faced with an incredible challenge to
make this semester even more successful
and memorable than last semester.
In February alone, be watching for the
AKPsi rush party on Friday the 13th, the
Preferential dinner on Sunday the 15th,
the AKPsi Alumni party on Saturday the
21st, the Faculty Roast (roastee-Professor
Daniel Rivetti) on Friday the 27th, and
Big Brother Little Brother Day on Satur
day the 28th.
Rush Alpha Kappa Psi, the original pro
fessional business fraternity, THIS
semester. Come to the informationals on
Tuesday, February 10th at noon in Olin
Hall room 326 or on Thursday, February
12th at 7pm in the University Center
room 103, you may meet some old friends
and maybe even make some new ones.

Career
Corner

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SENIORS

Recruiters representing major
business services, government agen
cies, retail department stores, and
graduate schools will be on campus
daily during the Spring semester to in
terview graduating seniors and
graduate students. Employers already
scheduled include: Xerox, Bank of
America, The Broadway, Clairol,
First Interstate Bank, General
Dynamics, FBI, and Eastman Kodak.
Career opportunities are available for
all majors!
If interested, drop by the Career
Counseling and Placement Office in
Serra 300 immediately to pick up the
Spring Recruiting Calendar. Prior to
signing up for campus interviews,
students must attend three
workshops: an Orientation, Resume
Writing, and Interviewing Skills,
scheduled on a daily basis in
February.
Deadlines do exist for participation
in the Spring interviewing schedule,
so do not delay! Come to Serra 300 to
obtain a recruiting calendar and more
detailed information on employers,
positions offered, and registration
procedures.

Sigma Pi

Brothers, sisters, new and old, Welcome
back! Though we can not have any more
meal gatherings of 50 Pi's at a 40ft long
camino table in the new University
Center, we will still have the tightest
brotherhood on campus, and what better
way to start off the semester than
RUSH? RUSH has already started and
will Climax tomorrow night with the in-

Friday February 13

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
UNIV. OF SAN DIEGO

FIRST ANNUAL
Reggae Pajama Exchange Party
You and two friends can win an all expense
paid weekend in SAN FRANCISCO.
Buy your tickets now for $5 in front of the Univer
sity Center.
February 9-13
11-2 p.m.
Drawing will be held at 7 p.m. in Forum A. Party
and Flight both take off at 9 p.m. BE THERE!

Spring Rush
Informational
Sunday, February 8
W a t c h for details
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New Institute A Far Cry
For Center
by Michael Hall
Off-Beat Editor
Attempting to enhance its image as a
top-notch research institution, USD has
announced its plans to open a new
medical institute. According to press
releases from the university, this institute
will deal with one of the most closely
guarded and traumatic afflictions known
to modern Western man. It is a condition
which drives men to drink, destroys
families, and alienates those sufferers un
fortunate enough to come into contact
with it.
The new facility will be called the Lar
son Institute, and will handle patients
who do not understand the Far Side com
ic strip.

by Tim Orr

"Yes, it's true. There are those among
us, people who really look no different
from you or I, who agonize each week with
the problem of not understanding a thing
Gary Larson puts into the strip," said
Director Abbey Normal, who received a
Masters of Funny Arts from Sam Kinnison University in Houston.
"The first step for these people is to
recognize that there is a problem. We are
going to be here to tell them it's not their
fault."
Hints of treatment were alluded to. One
technique will likely be putting sufferers in
rooms filled with ducks, dogs, elephants,
and bears, all frequent characters in the
Far Side. Patients are forced to wear buny
ears and arrows-through-the-head during

dinner, which is to consist of green jello
and goldfish.
"We are looking for our first crop of suf
ferers to come from the USD community
itself. A high incidence of them can be
found in those students who come from
New York, some parts of Arizona, and
especially from small towns in Northern
California beginning in 'L'."
To kick off the new institute, to be
located on the third floor of the Universi
ty Center, a Far Side Telethon will be held
next week. More details will be forthcom
ing.
"Again, the most important thing to
remember is that these people need help,
not animosity and ridicule. They have to
understand, it's not their fault," reemphasised Normal.

They're All Holes

SAN DIEGO, Calif. — This past Satur
day marked the .inaugural Kel Brady Well
Hung and Hung Over Invitational Golf
Tournament. The event was held at the
nationally renowned River Valley CC, an
eleven hole well-manicured beast of a golf
course nestled in among the cavorting
condos and shopping Mecca of Hotel Cir
cle.
The field of players included a number
of USD celebrities, including AS President
Tony "Just gimme a five" Abbatangelo,
RA/Sr. Senator Bruce "At least the Bron
cos made it there!" Gordon, and Sr.
Senator Steve "Three putt" Bell.
The winning team consisted of Brian
Berlinski and Kong Geiger — the gifted
youngster from Washington whom the
"Well Hung" portion of the events title
was derived from. When asked to explain
his uncanny and unprecedented success,
Berlinski somberly replied: "Well, it's a lot
like giving an enema, but not really. Well
... 1 like eggs!" No one, especially Berlin
ski, knew quite what to make of that state

ment.
The team of Dave Potarf, Dan Harney,
and Abbatangelo withdrew after nine
holes, too far behind the leaders to mount
a serious threat and too eager for more
beer to wait half an hour. It was rumored
that Harney and Potarf were sporting
wood for several holes, due in part to the
taffeta scarf Abbatangelo had strategically
donned in a futile attempt to distract the
opposition. This condition of packing
branch partially explains the spasmatic
convulsions both Potarf and Harney
substituted in place of a golf swing.
Troy Cicciarelli carried teammate and
Alumni representative Frank Murphy for
the great majority of the round. This was
due to Murphy's self-inflicted seizure of
Redeyeslgotthemunchiesandgiggles-itis.
Murphy is said to be recovering nicely,
although he dismisses the entire tourna
ment as a hallucination.
Finally, the threesome of Bell, Gordon,
and Tim Orr were too busy making fun of
each other, and of every one of you, to
concentrate on golf. Two points of interest

TIIE FAR SKIE

for you trivia lovers: (1) Dave Potarf went
the first five holes without hitting the ball
in the air once. (2) In a brave attempt to
retrieve a souvenir, an elderly woman on
an adjacent fairway caught one of Dan
Harney's precisely placed tee shots with
her face. Harney, ever the sportsman,
refused a free drop from the woman's face,
and opted to play it from there. With one
ferociously delicate swing Harney picked
the ball from its embedded position in the
woman's face, leaving half of her head
unscratched. His ball plopped gently onto
the fairway, knocking over Potarfs justopened can of Brown Derby Extra Light.
Harney was penalized a stroke for the spill,
and Potarf was penalized four strokes for
drinking the wretched bile. Good golf,
boys!
Berlinski and Geiger claimed the first
prize of three cases of beer. As I owe them
one of the cases, we can only hope that
they like Brown Derby Extra Light, or
perhaps Schaeffer. Stay tuned next month
when Berlinski/Geiger try to defend their
title.

by

GARY LARSON

ASK MR. ETIQUETTE

Does Necking
Really Suck?
"Maybe I'm just a scarlet woman or
something, but the truth is that I enjoy
necking, and so does everyone I know.
We see nothing wrong with it when two
people like each other a lot and feel that
all the taboos are hangovers from an in
hibited Victorian era. One night Mark
— my current flame — was kissing me
goodnight with considerable ardor when
Daddy loomed on the stairway and im
mediately began playing the heavy
father. 1 felt guilty and unclean after he
had gotten through giving me a tongue
lashing. Was I wrong?
- Olga S.

You ask me if there's anything
wrong with necking, and I'd have to
say that there is and there isn't. Let
me explain.
WHAT IS NECKING?: Necking is
love-making above the neck, petting
below. One neck leads to the other, so
you must see why parents are con
cerned.
IS NECKING WRONG?: Necking
in itself isn't at all wrong. The danger
comes when necking gets out of hand,
leaving two kids bewildered and
ashamed.
HOW FAR SHOULD ONE GO?:
Boys, as most of you know, are more
quickly stimulated than are girls. If
you suddenly realize that your best
beau is breathing hard and his heart is
pounding so that you can almost hear
it, it is time to call a halt even though
you may be as cool as a cucumber.
HOW TO STOP: It has long been
considered the girl's job to keep things
from getting complicated. When you
feel that the time has come to say
goodnight, you can terminate the
love-making in such a sweet and affec
tionate way that the boy will not feel
cheated at all. You might put your
hands on his face or pinch his chin
and say, "You're nice, I wish I didn't
have to go home, but I do."
CASUAL NECKING: There is
much debate on whether a girl should
let her date kiss her the first time he
takes her out. We say "yes" if she likes
him enourmously, "no" if she likes
him moderately, and "no, never" is
she does not like him at all. Don't feel
you should kiss a boy to repay him for
all the money he spent on you. A kiss
is a bonus, sweetie. If you want to
discourage an inveterate necker, just
talk his ear off. If you want to en
courage a shy boy, dawdle at your
front door, rummage for your key,
look at him lovingly as you murmer
your thank you's. He'll surely get the
pitch.

Editor's Disclaimer
The OFFBEAT section is devoted
"You idiot! Don't write that down
— his name ain't Puddin' Tame!"

"You know, Russell, you're a great torturer.
I mean, you can make a man scream for
mercy in nothing flat... but boy, you
sure can't make a good cup ot coffee."

"I've warned you kids about this — now I'm
gonna straighten you out once and for all."

to fun and frolic and vueirdology and is
not meant to be taken seriously.
Anyone who does, does so at their own
risk.
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Charity Ball Raises $200,000
by Greg Tibbitts

The 78th annual Charity Ball was
held on Saturday, January 31, at the
Hotel Del Coronado. The black-tie
event was separated into two events,
the dinner, and the ball itself. The
event drew close to 1500 people, and
raised over $200,000 for Children's
Hospital and Health Center.
The evening began with dinner be
ing served at seven p.m. in the Crown
Room. 500 guests filled the dining
room for a dinner of tenderloin and
prawns. The dining tables were set
with midnight blue table cloths and
bubble gum pink napkins, with
centerpieces of pink azaleas and starbursts. Following the dinner, the
guests moved to the ball room, where
they awaited the entertainment and
the ball itself.
The ball itself was broken into two
segments; actually, there were two
balls going on simultaneously. The
"Upstairs Ball" was the actual Charity
Ball, while the "Downstairs Ball" was
aimed at a much younger crowd.
Both events were black tie. The two
combined balls drew over 1500 peo
ple.
The "Upstairs Ball" was held in two
rooms, the Main Ball Room, and the
adjoining Crystal Room. In keeping
with the dinner setting, the Main Ball
Room had ficus and Areca palm trees
surrounding the dance floor, with
twinkling lights intertwined among
the branches. The stage front was
flanked by fountains reflecting blue
and pink lights, with pink azaleas,
palms and Boston ferns at the base of
the fountains. The music for the even
ing was provided by Murray Korda
and His Monseigneur Strings and Or
chestra. They started the evening off
with Strauss' beautiful Blue Danube
waltz.
In the "Downstairs Ball," dinner
and dancing were accomplished in the
same room. Convening at 7 p.m., the
guests closer to our own age ate the
same dinner as the guests in the
Crown Room upstairs. Later, they
danced the night away to the music of
"Soul Patrol." Appropriately, the
music was at a much higher volume
than the music upstairs.

However, the highlight of the even
ing was the entertainment. About
9:30 p.m., trumpeteers sounded a call
to get the attention of the guests.
Once everyone was seated, in march
ed the Disneyland Band playing "76
Trombones." For about twenty-five
minutes, they played assorted music,
not just limited to Disney's own
music. Of course, Disney characters
were in attendance, including Donald
Duck, Alice in Wonderland,
Cinderella, Mary Poppins, Snow
White, Goofy, and others. For a
finale, all the characters led in a line
of children, and the entire crowd, led
by the children and the Disney
characters, sang "It's a Small World."
After the characters had left the stage,
and the dancing was to begin, Mickey
and Minnie Mouse arrived. To the
music of Blue Danube, the chairman
of the Charity Ball, Mrs. Carol
Alessio, danced with Mickey Mouse
while Minnie danced with Mrs.
Alessio's husband, Michael. Follow
ing their lead, the rest of the crowd
joined them on the dance floor.
Mrs. Alessio did a fabulous job
coordinating the tremendous fun
draiser, succeeding in raising over
$200,000 for Childrens Hospital and
Health Center, much more than the
$175,000 raised in last year's ball. This
year's ball was regarded by many as
not only the most successful, but the
most enjoyable Charity Ball ever.
The Charity Ball is regarded as the
biggest social event of the year, and its
attendance reflects this feeling. It was
started in 1909 to raise money for
Children's Home Hospital Fund.
Children have always been the
beneficiaries of this special social
event. Other recipients of the fund
raiser have been San Diego's
Children's Home, Children's Con
valescent Hospital, and the Holly Sefton Memorial Hospital. The current
recipient, Children's Hospital and
Health Center, as opened in 1954,
and patients were transferred there
from Children's Convalescent
Hospital. Since its introduction, the
Children's Hospital and Health
Center has branched into four cor
porations.

Need a Summer Job?
Want to meet a challenge and have fun doing it at USD this sum
mer? If you are energetic, organized and enjoy working with people,
then we have the job for you . . .

Summer Conference Coordinator
An informational meeting will be held on Friday, February 6, 1987
at 3:30 p.m. at the University Center, Room 103, lower level. Applica
tions will be available at that time, or you may pick one up at the
Residential Conference Office located at the Mission Crossroads. Ap
plication deadline is Friday, February 20, 1987.
Get a head start on this summer's job search—consider being a
Residential Conference Program-Summer Conference Coordinator.
You'll be glad you did!!! Stop by the office or give us a call at extension
4623.

Keeping San Diego Safe
by Thomas Edelblute
To find out how San Diego Police of
ficers keep the city of San Diego safe for
the people, the Vista interviewed officer
Barney Olson, who works a beat that in
cludes USD.
San Diego Police officers currently work
ten hour days four days a week. There are
three watches, divided into A and B shifts.
The first watch of the A shift begins at
6:30 a.m. and the first watch of shift B at
7:30 a.m. The second watch of the A shift
begins at 3:30 p.m. and the second watch
ot the B shift at 4:30 p.m. Third watch of
A at 9:30 p.m., and third watch of B at
10:30 p.m. The shifts overlap so the city
can have more police officers in the field
during problem times. San Diego has
more officers in the field between 10:30
p.m. and 1:30 a.m. than any other time of
day. However, the police are also busy
during the early evening with traffic pro
blems. Officer Olson sites Linda Vista
Road around Ulric to be the cite of many
traffic accidents.
Officers are sent on calls based on a
priority system. "Hot crimes" such as rob
beries, and burglars that are believed to be
there, assaults, and other crimes that need
a quick response get top priority. Next are
calls that need a quick response but are
not life threatening. A disturbance where
there is no reason to believe anyone is in
danger are answered next. Last is a crime
that took place earlier in the day, and they
are only discovering it now. Because of
this priority system, a burglary victim
could wait a few hours before an officer ar
rives.
When a patrol officer does arrive to a
burglary that happened earlier, he must
follow certain procedures. First, he will in
terview the victims to find out what hap
pened when and what was taken. Next, he
will then look inside and outside the
house for evidence the criminal left
behind. Then he will then search for
fingerprints in the house. Next, look for
witnesses. After all this is done, he will
write up his report that will be turned over
to burglary division detectives.
The San Diego Police Department cur
rently employs about 1300 police officers.
This includes both uniform officers work
ing all three watches, and detectives. Thus

there are about one and a half officers
employed per thousand population. The
departments goal is to have two officers
per one thousand of the city's population,
to appropriately serve San Diego.
Linda Vista has a lower crime rate than
other neighborhoods, but there are some
problems. There are many residential
burglaries during daylight hours, traffic
problems, commercial robberies, vehicle
breakins, abandoned cars, and various
disturbance calls.
Police Officers also respond to numerous
alarm calls during the day. According to
Olson, 95 percent of these calls are false
alarms. There are many things that trip
burglary alarms, and not all of them are
burglars. Olson related one time where he
was responding to an alarm that he
strongly believed to be false, and caught a
thief. So they treat them all as though
they are real by approaching the scene
without a siren, and not parking out front
where they can easily be seen.
Most criminals that are arrested during
the commission of a crime are the result of
a citizen calling the police.
Not long ago, a transient village located
under the 1-5 bridge was causing problems
for Linda Vista. Not only are these tran
sient villages considered a health threat
and a nuisance, but they are known to
steal electricity from nearby business.
Also, an armed criminal was known to
hide out with these transients in the last
village discovered. With all these pro
blems, the police had to break it up.
In dealing with people that can not take
care of themselves, or are violent enough
that they are a danger to other people,
there is County Mental Health (CMH),
behind the UCSD Medical Center in
Hillcrest. An example of someone who
would come here would be a violent drug
user. But the CMH is in danger of being
closed down. If this happens, there will be
no longer a place for the police to take
these sick people.
Officer Olson likes being a police officer,
because it is his chance to help people. He
finds a great deal of satisfaction in getting
a dangerous criminal off the streets and
returning stolen property. For Olson the
most satisfying arrests are drug related.

$1 OFF

First Time Customers Only
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RALPH'S HAIR PLACE

& UNIVERSITY • 291-CUTS
1447 GARNET • 273-CUTS
L CAJON BLVD. • 463-5052
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Dining At The Westgate

Site—Specific Scupture Exhibit

On Wednesday, February 7, 1987 at 11:00
a.m., Madeleine Grynsztejn, Assistant
Curator at LJMCA, will present a slide lec
ture on Staccioli's drawings and sculpture.
The artist will be present for the discus
sion of his work. Admission to the lecture

is free to museum members, $1.00 for
students/seniors, and $2.00 for nonmembers.
Widely regarded in Europe as a leading
contemporary artist, Staccioli's work has
been presented in art galleries, outdoor ur
ban spaces and natural settings
throughout Italy, England, France and
Israel since 1970. This project marks Stac
cioli's first West Coast installation.
The Mauro Staccioli exhibition is sup
ported by generous contributions from Joa
and Ira Katz and Anne and Tim Moore
and a grant from the National Endow
ment for the Arts, a federal agency.
The La Jolla Museum of Contemporary
Art is located at 700 Prospect Street, La
Jolla, and is open Tuesday through Sun
day from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., except
Wednesday, when it is open until 9:00
p.m. The museum is closed on Monday.
Admission is $2.00 for adults; $1.00 for
students and senior citizens; 50 cents for
children under 12; and free for museum
members. Admission is free to the public
on Wednesday from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m. For
additional program information, call
454-0267.

Here is an excellent chance to enjoy the
South Bay area of San Diego County as
well as cross two border crossings and tour
a part of Tijuana, Mexico — all by bicycle
on Sunday, February 22, 1987 on this 38
mile ride, THE THIRD ANNUAL
GREAT INTERNATIONAL BICYCLE
TOUR.
The GREAT AYH INTERNA
TIONAL BICYCLE TOUR leaves from
Rohr parking lot in Chula Vista (off "J"
Street Marina) and tours through Imperial
Beach, Chula Vista, San Ysidro, San

Diego County and Tijuana. Ride marshals
and stationary marshals will be on the
route to assist you. Your $15 donation to
AYH will get you a bright theme longsleeved T-shirt, a fun day of cycling, as
well as refreshments at the end of the
event.
Pre-registration is urged, packets can be
picked up at the AYH Travel Shop, 1031
India Street, San Diego 92101 (downtown
San Diego). For more information, please
call (619) 239-2644 or (619) 234-3339. See
You There!

San Diego — The La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Art will open an exhibi
tion of a site-specific sculpture and other
works by prominent Italian sculptor,
Mauro Staccioli, on February 7, 1987. The
exhibition will run through April 5, 1987.
Staccioli is constructing a work to be
located on the Museum terrace which
faces the Pacific Ocean, a site selected by
the artist during a 1985 visit. Inside the
museum, drawings and other works by the
artist will be shown.
Mauro Staccioli describes his work as
"scultura-intervento." His simple, massive
geometric forms actively engage the
specific location and particular cir
cumstances in which they are placed. By
insinuating minimal forms into architec
tural and landscape settings, Staccioli
creates what can be referred to as siteadjusted minimal sculpture.

Dine at the Westgate in 18th century European elegance.
Imagine beginning your brunch
with a fresh fruit crepe and your
choice of a variety of omelettes
prepared right in front of you. Next
comes a buffet table fifteen yards long
filled with croissants, danishes, roast
beef, and ham. After you finish eating
all of this, there is another table piled
with desserts ranging from chocolate
covered strawberries to peach melba.
If you're tired of the main dining
room in the University Center then
this is a perfect way to begin the
weekend.
All this and more can be yours
when you dine at the Fountainebleau
Room at the Westgate Hotel located
in downtown San Diego, adjacent to
Horton Plaza and near the Communi
ty Concourse.

Decorated in 18th Century Euro
pean elegance, the dining room has a
warm and relaxed atmosphere and is
full of original artworks. The fabulous
Kirman rugs in the lobby are also a
sight to see.
The Sunday Brunch is a buffet ser
vice but well organized. The waiters
regularly visit the tables and help to
maintain the relaxed atmosphere for
all. The buffet service allows the diner
to choose from an extensive menu of
breakfast offerings.
The Fountainebleau Room is open
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The
cost of dining is expensive but worth
the price. Sunday Brunch costs $17.95
per person. The restaurant welcomes
reservations (238-1818) and accepts
major credit cards.

American
Youth
Hostels
TEACH IN JAPAN
Person with a degree or job experience in such fields as engineering, publishing,
public relations, pharmacology, linguistics/language or education wishing to teach
English to Japanese adults for one or two years in Tokyo and other parts of Japan should
write to:

IIP

Personnel Director
International Educational Services
Shin Taiso Bldg.
10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo,Japan 150
Further information on the position, qualifications, salary, benefits, transportation
and housing can be obtained by air-mailing a detailed resume to I.E.S.

•POTENTIAL
^ CALENDARS
WANTS YOU
FOR THE NEXT...

Peppendine Uniuensity
School of Law
is pleased to invite anyone interested in pursuing a legal education
to attend our Spring Open House at 1:00 p.m. on February 28, 1987.
This is an excellent opportunity to meet with members of
the School of Law administration, faculty and various student
organizations.
For further information, call (213) 456-4631.

I

^ C A L E N Q A C

THIS IS YOUR

BIG CHANCE

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW NOW
[DEADLINE FEB. E8]
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Campus Vision

by Joseph Tarsha
Entertainment Editor

By now, we're all familiar with how long
the lines are at mealtimes. Well, like the ti
tle on top of the opposite page suggests,
Campus Vision is to entertain you.
Through the magic of television (and a lit
tle help from an IBM PC) you can be fully
informed with up to the minute informa
tion about campus events.
During each night, a mainframe com
puter located in New York calls our
school's computer with fresh information
(such as news stories, stock transactions,
weather forecasts, etc.). In the morning, a
student employed by Special Events pro
grams other screens with information
about USD news and events. Campus
organizations, this is your chance to get

your announcement in the pictures.
"And how much out of my hard-earned
tuition goes to pay for this thing?" you
might ask. Next to nothing, according to
John Trifeletti, head of Special Events.
The catch is that even though the com
pany does not charge the school any fees,
they are planning to put national advertis
ing on the system. Yet, they did come by
and install the tvs and the wiring at no
charge. And since they call us with the
data, we don't pay for the long distance
calls to the East coast.
As of now, they're finishing installing
the three tv screens. The one by the
storage area near the entrance to the main
dining room has been operational for
some time and there will soon be screens
in the Grille and behind the Information
desk in the lobby.

Miscellaneous Rambling From
The Entertainment Desk

Tradition Out The Window
by Joseph Tarsha
Entertainment Editor
The name Alfred Hitchcock and horror
are synonomous with each other. Luckily
for Steve Guttenberg (of "Police
Academy" and "Short Circuit" fame) his
name will not be connected with this
movie for very long. It was evident that he
did not have to exert himself very hard to
play the naive romantic who must testify
to witnessing a murder/rape attempt that
his mistress saw out of his bedroom win
dow.
As he bungles through the questioning
with the police detectives, the holes
develop in his story and in the suspense.
The tension that the mistress exerts,
played by the French Isabelle Huppert, a
Cannes Film Festival award winner, is
softened when Guttenberg meets up with
one of the beautiful victims, played by
Elizabeth McGovern. In no time at all, the
witness has it figured out that Guttenberg
wasn't at the window at all, and he is left

out in the cold.
The bungling continues when he
decides to take matters into his own hands
and he follows one of the suspects around.
Just when he is just about to confirm he
has the murderer and a motive, the tables
turn and he is the main suspect due a
devestating flaw in his court testimony.
He goes underground and the only surviv
ing victim (whose case he just screwed up)
is the only person who will take him in.
Finally, in the last fifteen minutes of the
movie, that witness puts some brains into
Guttenberg's plans and a thrilling plot is
born. It was quite a sight to see everyone's
knees jerk into their torsos when the plans
go frightfully awry again, to be immediate
ly followed by laughter and joy with the
ironic twist at the end. I left the theatre
satisfied only by the last quarter of the
film.
All I can say is that I highly doubt this
as award material, but, by relative com
parison, it was a rather mild thriller. Rated
R for the adult and other explicit themes.

YOGUPT & TREAT
SHOPPES

Just to show you that the meek shall
inherit the earth, I've slid into the
Entertainment chair. This is what
happens when you write an article or
two and show up to a staff meeting:
you get your very own section of the
paper if you're still around at the
beginning of the next semester (and
when half of the editors live on your
floor of the dorm).
Besides settling into the rhythm of
things (not to mention sixteen units)
I'm only now getting used to the
reputation of being in the Vista clan.
I'm only now just beginning to

understand why my friends had been
out past midnight on Monday nights
and screaming about inches. I'd also
never even dreamed of myself trying
to fill in this last tidbit of space with
this sort of freeform writing that an
English teacher might mistake as a
warm-up exercise to some serious
work. I promise, I'll get organized.
People, let me tell you, it's much
easier being a lowly staff writer than a
full fledged editor. But everyone
should experience this feeling of
power (and utter helplessness) at least
once. Free movie pass, anyone?

Study This Summer
At The
University of California,
San Diego
Spend summer 1987 at UCSD, one of the top research
universities in the country, internationally known for its
outstanding programs in the sciences, engineering,
computers, oceanography, and the arts. The first session
is June 22-August 4 and the second session is August 3September 4. UCSD Summer Session features professors
drawn from UCSD's distinguished faculty (which in
cludes some of the nation's most prominent scientists
and scholars). More than 100 undergraduate courses are
offered. The UCSD campus is located just minutes ffom
the charming coastal town of La Jolla and some of
Southern California's most beautiful beaches. Enjoy the
sunshine, plus swimming, surfing, cycling, and dozens of
other sports while significantly advancing your aca
demic career. For a free catalog (mailed to you in midMarch), phone (619) 534-4364, X23, or mail form
below.
Please put me on the mailing list to receive a
free UCSD Summer Session catalog in March.
flame

UCSD

Address

3445 MIDWAY DR. 223-0088
Hot Dogs • Fresh Baked Cookies • Ice Cream • Chili
show USD ID CARD and receive 15% off any purchase
(May not be used with any other coupon)

X23

City
State

Zip

Mail to: UCSD Summer Session, X-004
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093.

SUMMER
SESSION
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Marley ' s S p i r i t
Lives On

by Andy Bartlett

February 6 is a day that will live long in
musical and cultural history. Forty two
years ago on this day a legend began;
Robert Nesta Marley was born in a small
Jamaican mountain village. Bob Marley
would spend the next thirty six years
fighting for peace, love, and unity. He
found his best weapon was his musical in
clination.
After migrating with his mother to the
"Concrete Jungle" of Kingston, Jamaica,
Bob began pursuit of what would turn out
to be one of the most powerful, and in
fluential musical careers ever. The "Wail
ing Wailers" released their first single in
1964, it rose quickly to being a hit.
Marley's social awareness heightened, sur
vival was vital, determination a necessity.
Bob Marley and his music found a
source of inspiration in the power of
Rastafari. Marcus Garvey, a jamaican pro
phet of liberation, and his theories of
social reform had profound impact on
Bob, but perhaps the most impact came
from His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie,
Ras Tafari, who on November 2, 1930
ascended the throne of Ethiopia. The
monarchy claimed its' roots descended
from Solomon, son of David, King of the
Jews. Ras Tafari assumed the age old title
"King of kings, Lord of lords' Conquering
Lion of the tribe of Judah. Rastafarianism

was born, it connected with Marcus
Garvey's revelations of a powerful black
African King. Marley's musical ability
went hand in hand with this spiritual and
cultural explosion. Rastafarianism preach
ed revolution to cure the social and
economical deprivations the world faced.
Bob Marley's energy spread with his
music, his messages were heard.
Bob spent the duration of his stay on
earth with his wife Rita, and band, the
Wailers, touring and recording the sound
they pioneered, and paying constant
homage to Joh Rasta Far I. Although
other rasta bands play Jah music Bob
Marley and the Wailers have always had
an unprecented sound. His charismatic
presence was further enhanced by the
Wailers expert musicianship. Their lives
were devoted to Jah, messages of spiritual
freedom and equality for all were and still
are heard loud and clear. Although Bob is
no longer with us in body, his spirit will
live on forever, and no Rasta will deny
Bob as an almighty influence.
Bob Marley spent only thirty six years
on earth. His search for Zion ended on
October 11, 1981. He died peacefully and
will never be forgotten. This year in San
Diego Bob's birthday will be celebrated at
the North Park Theatre with Burning
Spear and Mojo Nya. Jah Rasta Far I,
Long live Bob Marley.

IAN
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Deep Purple
by James Noriega
Deep Purple, that great hard rockin'
band from the '70's, has just released the
follow-up to their 1984 hit LP Perfect
Strangers. It is titled The House of Blue
Light, and it contains ten songs which are
delivered in the usual Deep Purple mode of
wall-of-sound guitar and keyboards, ag
gressive vocals, and a rock steady beat
that doesn't quit.
The House of Blue Light features some
of Deep Purple's most sophisticated
material to date. Their musicianship is ex
cellent. Ritchie Blackmore has proven
once again that he is worthy of the praise
that he gets for his guitar playing, especial

ly on the song "The Spanish Archer."
What this album lacks is a commercial
sound. It's a more experimental album
than its predecessor Perfect Strangers.
None of the songs are as outstanding as
the 1984 hit "Knocking At Your Back
Door." However, The House of Blue Light
is sure to please Deep Purple's longtime
fans because the music on it is challenging
and innovative as well as being in the
traditional hard rock style that has kept
his band going for so long. The best song
on the album, "Bad Attitude," has much
of the old Deep Purple sound; it sounds
like it was recorded during the band's
"Fireball" days of the early '70's.

UC Grand Opening TONIGHT

Blue Scream Roadtrip

RUSH
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
The Oldest & Largest
Professional Business
Fraternity
INFORMATIONALS
2-10-87 12p.m. Olin Hall 326
2-12-87 7p.m. Univ Cntr 103
UPCOMING EVENTS
*Rush Party*Rivetti Roast*
*Big Bro Little Bro Day*
'Preferential Dinner*

Computer Majors
*/ Welcome, Too!!!

Feb. 6 to Pepperdine
Feb 7 to LMU
includes:

$47°0

—Bus ride to both games
—Hotel room at the Luxurious
Century Inn
—Tickets to both games

Sign up in front of the University Center
or call Sam at ex. 8824

Happy Valentines Day from

6110 HairStudio £)
A FULL SERVICE SALON

We look foward to giving your special person
the service he/she deserves.
Come and see us during our Valentines Special.
For every Lady's/Man's haircut, your special person
gets a 50% discount.
Other specials are:
Manicure & Pedicure
$ 25.00
(first time customers only)
6110 Friars Rd, Suite 106
San Diego, CA 92108
298-6104
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Torero Basketball: On A Roll
by Gabriel Martinez
Sports Editor

Photo by Nancy Pikula

Scott Thompson powers his way in, forcing two more points.

For the students at USD, classes have
just begun after a rest of over a month, but
for the USD Men's Basketball team, there
has been no such break, though many of
their adversaries may wish there had
been.
The Toreros have been taking op
ponents to school over the winter break,
compiling an impressive record of 16-4
overall and 7-1 in West Coast Athletic
Conference play. While the rest of us were
sleeping, skiing or working USD was busy
defeating teams such as Ohio Nor
thwestern University, Colorado, and
Rice. The Toreros suffered their biggest
setback during January when they fell to
rival contender Gonazga University.
This last week USD explored both ex
tremes of the concept of victory: winning
by a blowout, and scraping by with fingers
crossed. The first game, last Thursday at
the Sports Center, saw the long awaited
rematch of the Toreros against Loyola
Marymount University. The memory of a
very loud and obnoxious visiting Lion
crowd last year at USD's Sports Center
prompted an enthusiastic turnout as
Torero fans, led by the irrepressible and
ever-loud "Blue Scream," sought to declaw the Lions once and for all. They were
not disappointed.
After controlling the game-beginning
tip, USD promptly marched downcourt
and put Loyola through a hoops clinic.
The fired up Toreros shot an impressive
71% 3 point shots in the first half, as well
as an outstanding 88.9% from the line.

Senior Nils Madden, who has played a
large role in USD's success, led the team
with seventeen total points, followed by
Mark Manor who tallied fifteen of his
own. The play of the team as a whole is il
lustrative of the point that there is more to
the Toreros than only center Scott
Thompson, though he is crucial. Madden
especially has been firing the crowds up on
the sidelines with his spectacular slams, to
which the responding roars of the crowd
can only serve to demoralize the competi
tion. At the 10:17 mark of the game, Mad
den slammed one home while USD cruis
ed to a dominating 41-22 halftime score.
In the second half, Thompson had his mo
ment as he slammed in two points. The
Toreros mercifully ended the humiliation
of the Lions with the final score 82-48.
Saturday night saw the Pepperdine
Waves rolling into the Sports Center. Pep
perdine controlled the tip and promptly
hit paydirt with a 3-pointer. USD
responded in kind when Torero Paul
Leonard hit a 3 pointer from the left wing.
At this point the Waves seemed to lose
composure as the Toreros gained momen
tum. Manor hit multiple three pointers in
rapid succession, and USD proceeded to a
seemingly comfortable 39-32 halftime lead.
In the second half the Waves attempted a
comeback which nearly knocked the
Toreros from their game-long lead, but a
last second 3 point attempt fell scarcely
short and USD had the victory. The
Toreros now test their ability on the road
against these very same teams, Friday at
Pepperdine and Saturday at Loyola Marymount. Keep it up Torero Blue!

- ...

Toreros
Trounce Veterans
Bill Mifsud

by
The University of San Diego varsity
baseball team came away with a 8-5
victory over the Alumni this past
Saturday at the USD Baseball Com
plex. It looked as though the Alums
were going to walk away with it early
in the game following a 3-run homer
blasted by Bill Pinkham in the first in
ning. The Toreros answered back
with 5 runs of their own in the second
inning, with 3 of them coming on
Juan Bonilla's bases clearing double.
Senior shortstop Robbie Rodgers cap
ped off the inning with a RBI triple to
make it 5-3. Junior first baseman Sean
Baron iced the game for the varsity by
adding a 2-run double in the fourth
inning. Rodgers paced the Toreros
with two triples, 2 runs and 2 RBI.
Bonilla was l-for-3 with 3 RBI's.
The defeat of such a well rounded
Alumni team with the likes of John
Mullen (1983 MVP), Andre Jacas
(1984 MVP), Paul Van Stone (1985
MVP), and David Jacas (1986 MVP)
offers a tremendous amount of credit
to the young varsity team.
With only 2 seniors in the lineup,
the Toreros are expected to fare well,
returning 7 starters plus 2 starting pit
chers from last year's winning team.
The reason for optimism centers
around the WCAC's best one-two
punch in junior first baseman Sean
Baron (11 HR's) and junior outfielder
Dave Rolls (13 HR's). The pitching
corps will be anchored by senior lef

thander Dan Newman, one of the alltime best at fielding his position.
Senior Robbie Rodgers (.307 B.A.)
will be returning to shortstop after a
year at third base. Sophomores An
dy Roberts and Chris Bwy have a full
season of experience under their belts
and should provide the Toreros with
solid defensive play.
The key man in the outfield will be
junior leftfielder Mark Trafton (.292
B.A.) who appears to be much im
proved both offensively and defen
sively. Another key will be how well
Dave Rolls developes defensively.
Centerfield will be in good hands with
sophomore speedster Juan Bonilla,
who has moved over from rightfield.
Catching will be the most com
petitive position with seniors John
Holt (.324 B.A.) and Dan Echeveste
(4-year performer) trying to stay
ahead of sophomores Chuck Graham
(.305 B.A.) and Mark Wyckoff.
The pitching staff has been
bolstered with the addition of
freshman lefthander Louis Skertich
(10-3, 1.90 ERA) and Kevin Mullen
and righthanders Pat Fitzsimmons
and Troy Mack. Transfers Rob
Sparks, Mike Miller and Dave
Monastero will compete with return
ing sophomores Jim Westlund (4-2)
and Tony Battilega for time on the
hill.
Sophomores Chris Stout will again
provide depth in the infield while

Continued on page 13
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Danny Means easily makes the go-ahead three-point shot.
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USD Track Club
Begins Season

Sports Shorts
USD soccer player Bo Kaemerle was
named to the Academic Ail-American
team. Bo scored 19 goals and had 10
assists while leading the Toreros to a
19-4-1 record this last season, and he led
the team in scoring each of the last four
years. "He's probably one of the greatest
kids I've ever coached," said coach Seamus
McFadden.
*

*

*

LADIES—Start organizing your teams
now for the upcoming basketball and floor
hockey seasons. Help make IM women's
sports a success at USD!
*

*

*

NOTICE to all IM basketball and floor
hockey captains: Entries close sooner than
you think. February 25 is the date, so start
forming your teams now.

Upcoming Intercollegiate Events
Fri. Feb. 6: Women's Tennis vs. UCLA
away at 1:30 p.m. Women's Basketball vs.
Pepperdine, home 7:30 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 7: Swimming vs. Southern Cal at
home, noon. Women's Tennis vs. USIU
at home, 2:00 p.m. Women's Basketball
vs. Loyola Marymount, at home, 7:30
p.m.
Mon. Feb. 9: Women's Tennis vs. Hawaii
at home, 1:30 p.m.
*

*

*

USD's Lacrosse team lost to Senoma
State 20-12 last Sunday. The Toreros next
take on Chico State.
*

*

*

THE USD Men's Tennis team has an
even record at 2-2 after defeating UC
Riverside and UCSD but bowing to
UCLA and UCSB. The Toreros' next
home match is Feb. 10 against BYU,
followed by the 16th annual San Diego In
tercollegiate Feb. 12-14.
*

*

*

USD's Rugby team fell to a very physical
SDSU team last Saturday, the major fac
tor being the number and size of the Aztec
squad. Don't miss out on all the action,
come out and support the Rugby team. If
you want to play, come out to the West
Point field Tuesday and Thursday 3-5
p.m.
*

*

*

THE USD Cycling Club's racing season
is just around the corner, with races plan
ned at most major California locations.
Don't miss our first meeting if you're in
terested in joining! Next Wed., Feb. 11 at
the SAP video lounge (in the valley). We
will also have an update on our racing
jerseys at this meeting. C-U-There!
*

*

*

THE Torero golf team participated in
the USUI Intercollegiate Golf Classic on
January 26 and 27, at the San Luis Rey
Downs Country Club at Bonsall, Califor
nia. USD placed 10th in a good field of 12
teams. Long Beach State won the tourna
ment with UC Berkley taking second in
the 54 hole event. Geoff Dean of USD's
top scorer with at total of 234; Nonie
Taguiam was second for USD with a 235.
Other USD scores: David Kingsley-240;
Rick Schultz-241; Troy Ciccarelli-244.

Women's Tennis Wins First Two
The Torera Women's tennis team im
proved its record to 2-1 with a pair of vic
tories over the weekend. First USD whip
ped Fresno State 9-0, then the Lady
Toreras defeated CSU Long Beach 6-3.
The Toreras easily handled Fresno, as
all nine matches were won in straight sets.
Jennifer Larking, the number one ranked
women's tennis player in San Diego,
defeated Renee Tathem 6-1, 6-0 at number
one singles, while Laura Gonzalez, Aby
Brayton, Jill Greenwood, Christy Drage
and Hicole LaChiusa won the second
through sixth singles respectively.
In doubles action, Larking and Brayton
won at first doubles, Gonzalez and Kelley

Jewell took the number two match, and
Drage and Greenwood captured the
number three doubles match.
Against Long Beach, Larking won at
number one singles as did Brayton at
number three singles. Drage was the only
other Torera to win her singles match. All
three doubles pairings won to give USD
the victory.
This week the Toreras face some tough
competition. Friday, USD travels to
Westwood to face UCLA, ranked no. 9 in
the nation. Saturday USD plays host to
USIU, ranked 13th in the nation. Mon
day, the Toreras are at home again, this
time to take on Hawaii.

The USD Track Club is off and running
this spring with a full schedule of com
petitive events. The nine meet schedule,
starts in late February and runs through
the semester into May concluding with
the city championship on May 2. At the
city championship, USD will be in com
petition against SDSU, UCSD, USIU and
Pt. Loma.
The club is open to all men and women
attending USD; undergraduates,
graduates and law students are welcome.
The club is looking for sprinters, distance

Torera Hoops
Rebuilding

The USD women's basketball team suf
fered two West Coast Athletic Conference
losses this past weekend, losing on the
road to Santa Clara and San Francisco.
The loss to Santa Clara was particularly
tough, as the Toreras led 48-46 with one
minute to play, but could not hold on and
lost 50-48.
"We played really well against SC," said
coach Kathy Marpe. "It was a really good
game. We played good defense and work
ed hard. It was a tough loss." Jane Gilpin
was USD's top scorer, coming off the
bench to score 14 points. Julie Evans add
ed 11 points and seven rebounds.
The next night the Toreras lost to Sari
Francisco 68-58 to fall to 8-11 overall and
1-4 in the WCAC. Killi Behrens was the
top Torera scorer with 14 points, and she
grabbed six rebounds. Gilpin added 12
points with Chris Burke scoring 10 points.
The Toreras will be trying to get back
on the winning track this weekend at
home when they play host to Pepperdine
and Loyola Marymount.
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newcomers Rob Sporrer, Matt
Solters, Howard Nelson and Parris
Sorianello will keep the returning
starters on their toes.
The Toreros are determined to
move up the ladder in the West Coast
Athletic Conference standings and
would appear to have the personnel
to make it happen.
USD opens its 1987 home schedule
this Friday with Cal State Long
Beach, starting at 2 p.m. at the USD
Baseball Complex. Saturday and Sun
day, the Toreros host Long Beach
again with single games starting at
1:00 p.m. Next Tuesday the Toreros
are home again as they entertain Cal
Baptist at 2:30 p.m. The USD
Baseball Complex is located below the
USD Football Fieldhouse parking lot.
Once again, thanks go out to the
Alums and Jackson Muecke for an ex
citing and enjoyable game. Hope to
see all of you at the games!!

AIR FORCE NURSING.
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runner, hurdlers, jumpers, and throwers
to fill all events and we do have coaching
for all events. Practices will be Monday
and Wednesday at 3 p.m. but are not
mandatory to compete with on the club.
All those interested should be sure to at
tend the first meeting on Monday,
February 9 at Serra Hall, room 211 at 7:00
p.m. Those who can not make it or want
further information may contact Rob
Lester or Peter Wood at 571-4767. All
athletes are welcome to join us regardless
of prior experience.

GRE

Test Preparation Courses
Experienced Faculty
Lecture Course
In-Class Practice Exams
Score in top 25% or take next
course free
For a free brochure call: 619/260-4579
or write: University of San Diego
Test Preparation Courses - Serra Hall 318
Alcala Park, San Diego, CA92110

Experience—the opportunity for
advanced education, specialization
and flight nursing. Experience—the
opportunity to develop management
and leadership skills as an Air Force
officer. Experience—excellent starting
pay, complete medical and dental
care and 30 days of vacation with pay
each year. Plus, many other benefits
unique to the Air Force life-style.
And the opportunity to serve your
country. Experience—being part of
a highly professional health care
team. Find out what your experience
can be. Call

(619)292-8863 collect
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New Field, New League: IM Softball Entries Now Being Taken
It is no longer a rumor. There really is a
new Softball field, and it is ready for play.
With a dirt infield, reachable fences, and
favorable winds, high scoring games
should no longer be a fantasy. In addition
to the new field, the IM department is of
fering a new league—Women's Softball.
Eight women will take to the field in a
"pitch to your own team" game that
should easily rival the men's league in ex
citement.
If softball is in your plans this semester,
organize your teams now. Entries are due
Wednesday, February 11 with the cap-

Heads Up Ladies!
New IM Leagues
Form

Intramurals is back and we've expanded
the program to accommodate leagues for
"women only." The first of these new
sport is a "pitch to your own team"
WOMEN'S 4 PITCH SOFTBALL league.
Everyone can be a hitting star in this
game. It's the same game as Co-Rec, but
without the guys.
If you prefer the great indoors, there's a
5x5 BASKETBALL league waiting just for
you. The league will be patterned closely
after the men's and will give you lady
cagers an opportunity to dazzle us on the
hard wood.
Also indoors is the ever popular
FLOOR HOCKEY league. The league
promises to be very refined with heavy em
phasis placed on skill (no checking) and
agility. All you women soccer players
should be outstanding at this game so sign
up at the Sports Center today.
Lastly, there will be a SINGLES TEN
NIS league for the Chris Evert-Lloyd in all
of us. Two divisions will be offered. "A"
league for the more skilled tennis players
and "B" league for the more recreational
types.
So there you have it ladies, four sports
offered exclusively for women. If you play
Co-Rec you can certainly play in these
women's only leagues. Think about it.
Become an intramural star. Who knows,
maybe you'll even get on the intramural
wall of fame and win yourself a pizza. In
tramurals is expanding and you women
are the primary reason. Make some
history by becoming USD's FIRST in
tramural champion—it's always something
you can tell your grandkids!

tains' meetings at 5:00 for the mens and
womens teams and 5:30 for co-rec teams.
Those looking to join a team are en
couraged to attend the Free Agents
meeting(s) on Tuesday February 10. The
meeting for those looking to join a mens
or womens team is at 5:00 p.m. and the
co-rec meeting is at 5:30 p.m.
Uncle Wiggley's Travelling All-Stars
will once again be the team to beat, but
will face strong competition from Slide
Em In Harder, the Fighting Clams,
Doggie Style (We Be Illin obviously
didn't like it on top), the Free Agents,

If so, then you are one of those poeple the Intramural Department calls free agents.
For the free agents here at USD, the IM department has organized special meetings
for you. Now you can get together with other interested people who want to play one
of the many IM sports offered. All you need to do is sign up on the free agent list
located either at the IM office in the Sports Center or at the IM information center
located in the Outdoor Adventures Shop. Next, attend the free agent organizational
meeting of your choice. These meetings are held at the Sports Center on Tuesday
evenings. Below you will find a list of times and dates of these meetings. So don't be
left out. There are many people just like you who want to play, meet new friends and
have a fun time. Help form a free agent team. SIGN UP NOW!

ACTIVITY

MEETING TIME

Men's/Women's Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Co-Rec Soccer
Co-Rec Flag Football
Co-Rec Innertube Waterpolo
Men's/Women's Basketball...
Men's/Women's Floor Hockey
Co-Rec Volleyball

Tue. 2/10, 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/10, 5:30 p.m.
Tue. 2/10, 6:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/17, 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/17, 5:30 p.m.
Tue. 2/24, 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/24, 6:00 p.m.
Tue. 3/3 5:30 p.m.

IM Sports Wants
As participation in intramural sports grows, so too does the need for quality officiating. The
IM department is currently hiring officials for the upcoming softball, flag football, and soccer
seasons. Soon, officials will also be hired for basketball, waterpolo, floor hockey and volleyball.
Starting pay is $3.75 per hour and all that is needed is a basic understanding of the game. All
prospective officials will be schooled in the rules and officiating mechanics of the particular
sport. If you are interested in becoming part of the IM Staff, simply attend the training clinic(s)
of your choice.

Sport

Training Clinic

Softball*
Thur. Feb. 5 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Flag Football
Tues. Feb. 10, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Soccer
Tues. Feb. 10, 6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Basketball
Tues. Feb. 17, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Waterpolo
Tues. Feb. 17, 6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Floor Hockey
Wed. Feb. 25, 7:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Volleyball
Tues. Mar. 3, 6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
*If you missed the softball clinic, but are still interested in umpiring, contact Andy
Berg at the Sports Center as soon as possible.

entered (11 members) and it's a great way
to cool off from the warm San Diego sun.
School just started so there's not much
time to recruit your players. Play begins in
two weeks and entries close Wed., Feb. 18
at 5:00 p.m. so don't wait too long to en
joy this wet and wild intramural sport.

also put in their two cents worth before
this seasons over.
In the womens league, if the lady
Ballbangers merge with the women of
EEdith's Revenge, a new dynasty may
be born. If not, anything can happen. We
will probably have to wait until next week
when Perry the Prognosticator tells us who
each of the winners will be.

Unfinished
Business

The start of a new IM season is near, but
there are still a few items from last
semester that need reporting:
All-Stars Annihilate Wiggleys:
Some will say it was Mike Anthony's
fielding prowess (or lack there of) that was
most responsible for the All-Stars 22-11
Softball victory over last semester's cham
pions, Uncle Wiggley's. Nevertheless, it
was Sigma Chi's Larry Betz whose 5 for 5
performance earned MVP kudos. Dave
Reiling of the Fighting Clams and
Thane Hall of the Potential Padres also
had fine games in this decidedly one-sided
contest.
Ballbangers Fall to Co-Rec All
Stars: Rob Sporl went 4 for 4 and Marc
Thiebach went 3 for 3, but it wasn't
enough to prevent the Ballbangers from
falling to the Co-Rec Softball All-Stars
6-5. Homeruns by EEEdith's Scott Little
and M.T.M..'s Gary Lagass assured an
All-Star sweep.
Football All-Stars Reported Incor
rectly: Somewhere between the thoughts
of the selection committee and the pages
of the Vista something got lost in the
translation of last semeseter's Flag Foot
ball All-Stars. Most glaring was the omis
sion of Charlie Malet as a first team wide
receiver. It was after all, Malet's offensive
play that earned him the league's MVP
award. The Pink Tacos Jeff Case was
another who had a great year. However,
he certainly wasn't good enough to hold
down two positions in the starting
defensvie backfield. San Diego Vice's
James McNulty, the league leader in in
terceptions, should have been listed as the
other starting DB. The last omission was
of the BAMF's Pete Pochino as a starting
defensive lineman.

Want To Play
Bu t N o O n e T o P l a y W i t h 1

Co-Rec Water Polo

All guys and all girls, get your teams
together for another wild season of CoRec Innertube Waterpolo. 4 Guys and 3
Girls is all you need (right Ann Caro?).
Play will begin on Friday, Feb. 20 and will
run for five weeks. $20 gets your team

and the probable sleeper team, Taiwan.
In addition, Jim Cuddy is rumored to be
organizing a top team, while it is possible
that the Strokin Ballgers may rebound
from last season's playoff debacle.
In the co-rec league, the Ballbangers
and EEEdith's Revenge should again be
the top teams, but the return of Better
Buy the Case promises to make things
interesting. Last Chance will no doubt
again fall just short of the title, as may also
be the fate of Squeeze Play and the
Sports Center Staff. Upstarts, O.T.M.,
Sigma Chi, and the Dead End Kids may

Co-Rec Flag Football

Get yourself prepared for the newest ad
dition to the intramural Co-Rec sports
program! CO-REC FLAG FOOTBALL!
So now all you powder puffers can team
up with a few of your favorite gentlemen
friends and play this old sport with a new
twist. There's plenty of time to get your
teams together, but why wait? Play will

begin on Sunday, Feb. 22 and competition
will run from 12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m. $25
gets your team entered for a five-week
regular season and possible playoffs.
Hurry because entries close at 5:00 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 18. Pick up a complete set of
rules at the Sport Center and see if you
can become IM's FIRST Co-Rec Flag Foot
ball Champion.

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS!®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES

"Open Every Day Till Midnight"
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IM League Schedule
Sport

Playing Day(s)

Entries Due"

Mens Softball
Womens Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Co-Rec Soccer
Co-Rec Flag Football
Co-Rec Innertube Waterpolo
Mens 5X5 Basketball
Womens 5X5 Basketball
Mens Floor Hockey
Womens Floor Hockey
Singles Tennis
Co-Rec Volleyball

Sundays
Sundays
Saturdays
Saturdays
Sundays
Fridays
Mon/TueAVed
Mon/TueAVed
Wed/Thu
Wed/Thu
Mon/Tue
Fridays

Feb. 11

Feb.11
Feb. 11
Feb. 11
Feb.18
Feb. 18
Feb. 25
Feb. 25
Feb. 25
Feb. 25
Mar. 4
Mar. 4

Managers Meeting* *

Free Agents Meeting**

Feb. 15

Wed. 2/11 at 5:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/11 at 5:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/11 at 5:30 p.m.
Wed. 2/11 at 6:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/18 at 5:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/18 at 5:30 p.m.
Wed. 2/25 at 5:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/25 at 6:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/25 at 6:00 p.m.
Wed. 2/25 at 6:00 p.m.
Wed. 3/4 at 5:00 p.m.
Wed. 3/4 at 5:30 p.m.

Tues 2/10 at 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/10 at 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/10 at 5:30 p.m.
Tue. 2/10 at 6:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/17 at 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/17 at 5:30 p.m.
Tue. 2/24 at 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/24 at 5:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/24 at 6:00 p.m.
Tue. 2/24 at 6:00 p.m.

Feb. 15
Feb.14
Feb. 14
Feb. 22
Feb. 20
Mar. 9
Mar. 9
Mar 4
Mar. 4
Mar. 9
Mar. 6

—

Tue. 3/3 at 5:30 p.m.

FIRST SPECIAL EVENT: MARCH 20—MIDNIGHT BOWLING

* ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT THE SPORTS CENTER
**ALL MEETINGS WILL BE HELD AT THE SPORTS CENTER

Get Your Kicks ... Play IM Co-Rec Soccer

Free Pizza
The Intramural Department and Square
Pan Pizza Company have teamed up to br
ing to USD the "Square Pan IM Wall of
Fame." Each Monday beginning with Feb.
16 one male and one female intramural
participant picture will be posted at two
locations on campus. The locations are
the IM information centers located in the
Outdoor Adventures Shop in the Univer
sity Center and in front of Serra Hall. The
pictures will be posted under the Square
Pan IM Wall of Fame sign. To win a free
pizza all the person has to do is identify

Play Begins

him/herself and report to the IM office at
the Sports Center before twelve noon of
the following day (Tuesday).
Intramural photographers are going to
be roaming the playing fields this semester
to get that perfect picture of you at your
athletic best. So, if you see a person with a
camera, smile, slam dunk a basket, and
check the Square Pan IM Wall of Fame on
Monday. Who knows, maybe you could
be eating a large pizza and seeing your
name in the Vista as the "Square Pan IM
Wall of Fame Athlete of the Week."

STUDENT SPECIAL
CUT & STYLE

The Intramural Department is now ac
cepting applications for the 1987 Co-Rec
Soccer League. The games will be played
every Saturday on the Valley Soccer Field
from 10 AM to 4 PM.
Last year's champions, The Ter
minators have joined forces with
Desperately Seeking a Goalie, and
with this much fire power they have to be
considered the number one team to beat.
However, they will receive a serious
challenge from the MCL's and the MBA
International whose rosters reflect a ma
jority of very talented foreign student
players.

Sigma Chi and Juventus could also
present a serious challenge. They have
finally gained the experience and maturity
necessary to capture the coveted IM title.
Also the Law School and Trippin'
could prove to be two very competitive
teams. Unfortunately they will be lacking
the depth of quality female players to
secure the title.
Remember, it's not too late to sign up.
The Captain's meeting is Wed., Feb. 11 at
6:00 PM at the Sports Center. If you are a
free agent and want to participate, drop by
the Sports Center and sign up on an in
dependent team. The deadline for this is
Tue., Feb. 10 at 6:00 PM.

$10

Women's regular $20. Men's regular $16

Perms $30
Weave (foil) $30
Manicures $5,
Pedicure $10
Acrylic Nails (full set) $20
Long hair extra.
Specials good with ad only through 2-19-87
Not valid when stylist is requested.

ELIAS HAIR D E S I G N
Full Service

7608 Linda Vista Road (Mesa College Dr. & 163)

268-8865
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Miller Lite Welcomes
UStudents
SD
Back!!

THE BAY

Tune-up Special!
Regular $19.50

Now $15.50
Hours:

M-F

Sat.
Sun.

1295 Morena Blvd.

10-6
12-4
12-4

275-2266

Look for the Miller Lite
Intermural Team of the W e e k
in next week's VISTA!!
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